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Custom Fabrication 
All of our gates are custom made to order which allows our cutomers 
ultimate freedom of design when it comes to their gates. We use 3mm 
thick aluminium framing on all of our gate designs and stainless steel 
components for our bi-fold kits which ensures the durability and 
strength that Talbot gates are renowned for. 

Full Service
In addition to our bi-fold gates, we are happy to supply and Install 
matching pedestrian gates and fencing. We can also install compatible 
recievers to allow your garage door and new gate to function using 
only one remote. Our friendly staff will be there with you every step 
of the way; from helping select the right gate design, to ensuring the 
final installation is completed to our high quality standards.  

Why Choose Us?

• Australian owned & operated since 

1985

• Innovative solutions designed on a 

project by project basis 

• Proven reliability with over 30 years 

experience installing doors & gates. 

• Franchise network of highly skilled 

and knowledgeable installers throughout 

Sydney.

BI-FOLD
AUTOMATIC GATES

Space Saving Innovation 
We believe that with property sizes getting smaller, you need 
to make optium use of your space. The bi-fold swing gate 
was designed specifically with space constrained properties 
in mind allowing you to have an automatic gate and still have 
room to park your car. 

Unique trackless system
Our unique trackless bi-fold system was designed and 
manufactured in-house, making us the only company 
offering this service in Australia. The beauty of the 
trackless system is that it can be Installed almost 
anywhere, even on properties with sloping and uneven 

driveways.

Call us now for a 
Quote

1300 560 608
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Standard Bi-fold gate designs 

Horizontal Slats
38mm, 65mm, 90mm

Vertical Slats
38mm, 65mm, 90mm

Close Louvres
Eliptical or Flat Blade

Curved Top
with doggy bars

Flat Top 
with decorative scrolls 

Curved Top 
with decorative scrolls & Spears

Automation  
We use Beninca and Key Automation 24VDC gate motors for all of our bi-fold gates. These Italian made gate motors 
are quiet, reliable and elegant. Featuring highly detailed programming options ; they are the perfect compliment to our 
bi-fold system. 

Beninca:                 BOB 5024                   MB 24          DU.IT24 with S/Steel Box

Control Box      Wireless Keypad   Remote

Technical Specifications
Material:  Aluminum, Steel, Timber cladding

Max Width: 1500mm per panel - 6000mm total opening

Max Height:  2200mm @ 1200mm per panel 

Powder:  24vDC  80W

Opening time:  18 - 25 Seconds 

Locking:  Electronic strike/ Electromagnet (Optional) 

Finish:   Powder-coat (Dulux), Knotwood, Timber 

Activation:  Remote, Keypad, Loops, Blue-tooth 

Warranty:  12 Months 

Lead times:  4 - 6 weeks 


